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Abstract
The unsupervised multi-modal image translation is an emerging domain of computer vision

whose goal is to transform an image from the source domain into many diverse styles in the target do-
main. However, the multi-generator mechanism is employed among the advanced approaches availa-
ble to model different domain mappings, which results in inefficient training of neural networks and
pattern collapse, leading to inefficient generation of image diversity. To address this issue, this paper
introduces a multi-modal unsupervised image translation framework that uses a generator to perform
multi-modal image translation. Specifically, firstly, the domain code is introduced in this paper to
explicitly control the different generation tasks. Secondly, this paper brings in the squeeze-and-exci-
tation (SE) mechanism and feature attention (FA) module. Finally, the model integrates multiple
optimization objectives to ensure efficient multi-modal translation. This paper performs qualitative and
quantitative experiments on multiple non-paired benchmark image translation datasets while demon-
strating the benefits of the proposed method over existing technologies. Overall, experimental results
have shown that the proposed method is versatile and scalable.

Key words: multi-modal image translation, generative adversarial network (GAN), squeeze-
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0　 Introduction

With the rapid development of deep learning, im-
age translation[1] has evolved considerably over the
past few years. Image translation aims to translate ima-
ges from one domain to another. Many computer vision
and image processing problems can be handled within
this framework, such as super-resolution[2], image col-
oring[3], image drawing[4], image restoration, style
transfer[5] . Previous work has given impressive results
on tasks via deterministic one-to-one mapping, but pat-
tern collapse occurs when the output corresponds to
multiple possibilities. To address this problem, recent
research has focused on one-to-many translations and
explores this problem: multi-modal translation[6] .

Recently, generative adversarial network (GAN)[7]

has become a promising field of research. Following pi-
oneering work on Pix2Pix[8], BicycleGAN[9] is devel-
oped to support multiple styles of image translation.
Later, researchers propose unsupervised image-to-im-
age translation networks ( UNIT) [10], CycleGAN[11],
multimodal unsupervised image-to-image translation

( MUNIT ) [12], diverse image-to-image translation
(DRIT) [13], and DRIT ++ for unsupervised image trans-
lation. Among them, MUNIT, DRIT, and DRIT + +
allow multimodal translation. Nevertheless, multimodal
image translation is still challenging.

A great deal of work has been done on image
translation to address the diversity of images generated
in multi-modal image translation. Invertible conditional
GAN (ICGAN) [14] and Fader networks brought togeth-
er encoder-decoder architecture with the GAN, enab-
ling the transformation of multiple attributes. Later,
StarGAN[15] added domain labels to control transitions
between multiple domains. BicycleGAN achieved a
one-to-many mapping between source and target do-
mains by combining the goals of conditional variational
autoencoder GAN ( CVAE-GAN) [16] and conditional
latent regressor GAN (CLRGAN).

In conclusion, unsupervised multimodal image
translation remains a pressing problem. Given the lack
of output image diversity, an innovative model is pro-
posed. In the proposed algorithm, domain codes are in-
troduced as auxiliary inputs to the network, explicitly
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controlling the different generating tasks. At the same
time, the generator network has been modified. The
proposed model produces high-quality and diverse ima-
ges while retaining the content of the source images,
and the main contributions of this paper are as follows.

(1) This paper presents an unsupervised multi-
modal image translation based on the squeeze-and-exci-
tation mechanism and feature attention GAN module
(SEFAGAN). It utilizes a generator and a set of dis-
criminators to perform the transformation between un-
paired multimodal images.

(2)In this paper, a new network structure is de-
signed. The network structure in the generator intro-
duces feature attention (FA) blocks after the convolu-
tion blocks in the second and third layers, and the FA
module is used to capture the interconnections of vari-
ous features and can improve their context-aware trans-
lation capabilities. At the same time, squeeze-and-ex-
citation ( SE) blocks are inserted within the residual
block module layer. The SE module establishes depend-
encies between feature maps and assigns weight values
to different feature maps to increase the importance of
useful features.

(3)This paper performs qualitative and quantita-
tive evaluations on a variety of datasets. The experi-
mental results show that the proposed method has ex-
cellent output and good results in experiments com-
pared with the advanced methods.

1　 Related work

1. 1　 Generative adversarial network
GAN is described as a framework for learning data

distributions in an unsupervised manner. Generator is
used to map random noise onto an image. A discrimina-
tor is used to determine whether the image generated by

the generator is true or false. Training of GAN always
involves a min-max game between two individuals. To
improve the model structure, researchers have pro-
posed various GAN-based derivative models. This will
further broaden the theory and applications of GAN.

1. 2　 Multi-modal image translation
Several researchers have attempted to increase the

versatility and elasticity of the model by creating one-
to-many mappings between the source and target do-
mains. BicycleGAN addressed this constraint by limit-
ing the double-tap conformance of the output and po-
tential layer encoding. DRIT and MUNIT separated im-
ages into a domain-invariant content space and a do-
main-specific attribute space to augment the diversity of
the generated images. Scalable and diverse cross-do-
main image translation ( SDIT) [17] proposed a model
that enables multi-modal and multi-domain image
translation. In contrast to these approaches, this paper
proposes a new model that realizes multi-modal outputs
between multiple domains in the lack of pairwise data-
sets.

2　 The proposed methodology

This paper aims to explore a new multi-modal
model that can realize image translation. The proposed
model applies only one generator to perform instance-
perception mapping in multi-modal image translation.
This not only simplifies the model structure but also al-
lows instances and images to share some common fea-
tures. This makes it easier to incorporate translated in-
stances into translated images. As shown in Fig. 1, the
proposed model consists of five parts: namely image
preparation, domain code acquisition, encoder, feature
latent code acquisition, and generator.

Fig. 1　 An overview of SEFAGAN
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2. 1　 SEFAGAN architecture
In this section, this paper focuses on the proposed

framework and then designs it in detail to consider dif-
ferent factors. Suppose X and Y are collections of the
image source domain and target domain, respectively.
Provided with an image x ∈ X and the other y ∈ Y,
then the task of the proposed network is to train a sin-
gle generator to convert the images from X to Y while
obtaining multi-modal images. The function of the en-
coder E is to go through convolution and finally obtain
the mean of the image obedience distribution, covari-
ance, and feature latent code. G is then trained to re-
flect the style information for these specific domains.

The architecture of the entire network framework is
shown in Fig. 1.

To indicate specific mappings, this paper intro-
duces domain codes to act as auxiliary inputs to the
network, explicitly controlling the different generative
tasks. Therefore, this paper improves the generator by
adding FA blocks after the second and third layers of
convolution blocks in down-sampling while introducing
SE blocks within the residual block layer. This paper
then integrates multiple optimization goals to learn spe-
cific translations. The structure of the feature attention
module and the squeeze and excitation mechanism are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.

Fig. 2　 Feature attention module

Fig. 3　 Squeeze-and-excitation mechanism

2. 2　 Loss function
2. 2. 1　 GAN loss

As a single generator has multiple domain out-
puts, this paper has matching targets for each target
domain and uses a set of discriminators. Corresponding
discriminators are used to identify images generated in
one domain. The adversarial loss is applied to both
mapping functions. With this adversarial loss, the
translated image and the distribution of the target image
are matched exactly. In the mapping functions GAB:A ×
EXA → B × EXA and GBA:B × EXB → A × EXA, as well as
their discriminators, the entire adversarial losses are
defined as shown in Eq. (1)and Eq. (2).
　 Ladv G,DA

( ) = EXA log DA xA
( )( )[ ] +

　 　 　 　 　 　 　 EXB log 1 - DA G xB,zA( )( )( )[ ] (1)
　 Ladv G,DB

( ) = EXB log DB xB
( )( )[ ] +

　 　 　 　 　 　 　 EXA log 1 - DB G xA,zB( )( )( )[ ] (2)
By optimizing multiple generative adversarial ob-

jects, the generator restores the different domain distri-

butions indicated by the domain code z , where xA, xB,
zA are the real image of the input target domain, the
source domain image, and the target domain index, re-
spectively. Similarly, the opposite xB, xA, zB are also the
real image of the input target domain, the source do-
main image, and the target domain index, respectively.
2. 2. 2　 Cyclic consistency loss

While the above GAN loss can be accomplished
with domain transformations, highly under-constrained
mappings usually lead to pattern collapse. There are
many possible mappings that can be inferred without
using pairwise information.

To reduce the space for possible mapping, this
paper uses a cyclic consistency constraint during the
training phase. Cyclic consistency loss is defined as xA

≈ G G xA,zB( ),zA( ) and xB ≈ G G xB,zA( ),zB( ) . The
formula for cyclic consistency loss is defined as shown
in Eq. (3).
Lcyc G( ) = EXA ‖xA - G G xA,zB( ),zA( )‖

1
[ ] +

　 　 　 EXB ‖xB - G G xB,zA( ),zB( )‖
1

[ ]
(3)
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where ‖·‖1 represents the 1 norm; xA, zB, zA are
the real image of the input source domain, the target
domain index, and the source domain index, respec-
tively; EXA is a mapping of A → B → A . The reverse is
true, xB, zA, zB are also the real image of the input
source domain, the target domain index, and the
source domain index, respectively; EXB is a mapping of
B → A → B .
2. 2. 3　 Overall loss target

The final objective function is defined as shown in
Eq. (4). Training loss consists of an adversarial loss
Ladv and a cyclic consistency loss Lcyc , where γcyc con-
trols the relative importance of the two targets.

G∗ = arg min
G

max
DA,DB

∑
i∈{A,B}

Ladv G,Di
( ) + λcycLcyc G( ) (4)

3　 Experiments and results

3. 1　 Datasets and the baseline
The effectiveness of the proposed method is dem-

onstrated by three datasets, which are Horse2Zebra,
Summer2Winter, and Cat2Dog.

For multi-modal image translation tasks, this pa-
per selects MUNIT[12], DRIT[13], ComboGAN[18],
and SingleGAN[19] as the baseline.

3. 2　 Evaluation metrics and training details
To evaluate the results of the features in different

metric learning, the Fréchet inception distance
(FID) [20] and learned perceptual image patch similari-
ty (LPIPS) [21] are used as the evaluation protocol.

Using the PyTorch experimental platform, the pro-
posed model is trained on an RTX3090 GPU. The batch
size is set to 16. The model iterates 400 epochs. The

proposed model is trained and endorsed end-to-end by
using Adam with momentum terms β1 = 0. 500 and β2

= 0. 999. KL-divergence and latent regression have
weights of 0. 100 and 0. 500, respectively.

3. 3　 Experimental results and analysis
3. 3. 1　 Qualitative evaluation

In this section, this paper experiments with the
proposed approach and the advanced model. In order to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the
model is trained with each dataset separately.

Summer2Winter dataset: Fig. 4 shows the results
of SEFAGAN and several advanced models. The experi-
mental results look very realistic, which shows that SE-
FAGAN has good image transformation capabilities. The
diversity of images generated by SingleGAN is not very
good. The images generated by MUNIT achieve diversi-
ty, but compared with SEFAGAN, they did not per-
form as well as the images generated by SEFAGAN.
The images generated by DRIT do achieve diversity,
but they do not perform as well compared with SEFA-
GAN. ComboGAN generates less diverse images than
the proposed method.

As shown in Fig. 5, the best results are obtained
with SEFAGAN. Compared with the results from Sin-
gleGAN, the experimental results from SEFAGAN are
more reasonable and transparent, outperforming the
other models. The images generated by DRIT perform
the worst. MUNIT performs better than DRIT, because
it achieves the translation task better at lower levels of
feature information. ComboGAN is less diverse although
the quality of the generated images is slightly better
than the proposed model.

Fig. 4　 Qualitative results on Summer→Winter task

Fig. 5　 Qualitative results on Winter→Summer task
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　 　 Horse2Zebra dataset: as shown in Fig. 6, SEFA-
GAN gives the best results, with clear artifacts in those
images generated by the existing models. At the same
time, its results are still unsatisfactory, with a lack of
diversity in the different styles. In most cases, the
transformed zebra images are almost indistinguishable,
and in the last row of SingleGAN, all three translated

horse images are almost identical. Compared with the
baseline approach, SEFAGAN produces more realistic
and diverse high-quality images. In terms of realism,
the real input images are no better than the three ima-
ges generated by SEFAGAN. In terms of diversity, the
three images generated can easily be divided into dif-
ferent styles of the corresponding zebra images.

Fig. 6　 Qualitative results on the Horse→Zebra task

　 　 As can be seen in Fig. 7, SEFAGAN gives the
best results, while those images generated by the exist-
ing model not only have obvious artefacts. Also, their
images are not of high quality and are not clear. In
terms of the diversity of the images generated, SEFA-

GAN works the best. SEFAGAN can clearly generate
images of different styles of horses. SingleGAN works
second best. MUNIT works worse than SingleGAN.
DRIT works the worst. The effect of ComboGAN is sim-
ilar to SingleGAN.

Fig. 7　 Qualitative results on the Zebra→Horse task

　 　 Cat2Dog dataset: this paper also conducts experi-
ments on the Cat2Dog dataset to illustrate the effective-
ness of SEFAGAN, as shown in Fig. 8. On the Cat→
Dog task, SEFAGAN is second only to MUNIT in terms
of image quality and diversity, while DRIT is the

worst. ComboGAN is worse in terms of image quality
and SEFAGAN achieves the experimental results ex-
pectedly compared with the SingleGAN. Fig. 9 shows
that the same is true for the Dog→Cat task.

Fig. 8　 Qualitative results on Cat→Dog task

　 　
3. 3. 2　 Quantitative evaluation

This paper assesses quality and diversity based on
the experimentally generated images, as shown in Ta-
bles 1, 2 and 3. For diversity, similar to BicycleGAN,

this paper uses the LPIPS measure to measure similari-
ty between images. In addition, this paper uses FID to
obtain perceptual scores.

Summer2Winter dataset: Table 1 shows the quan-
titative results of SEFAGAN and the latest model. SE-
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Fig. 9　 Qualitative results on Dog→Cat task

FAGAN achieves the best FID and LPIPS scores in the
Summer→Winter and Winter→Summer translation di-
rections. Compared with other models, DRIT has the
worst diversity effect at 0. 147, and the FID indicator
is also not good, at 133. 535. Compared with SEFA-
GAN, its LPIPS score differs by 0. 028, its FID score
differs by 5. 200, while MUNIT and ComboGAN are
not as effective as the proposed model. In the direction
of Summer→Winter translation, the LPIPS and FID of
SingleGAN are second only to SEFAGAN. In the di-
rection of Winter→Summer translation, the LPIPS of
SingleGAN is second only to SEFAGAN and its FID
score is the worst. On the whole, SEFAGAN has good
multi-modal translation capabilities for these two
tasks.

Table 1　 Performance of different models on
Summer2Winter dataset

Method
Summer→Winter Winter→Summer

LPIPS↑ FID↓ LPIPS↑ FID↓
MUNIT[12] 0. 152 ±0. 016 136. 298 0. 150 ±0. 016 113. 747
DRIT[13] 0. 147 ±0. 017 133. 535 0. 142 ±0. 016 112. 925

ComboGAN[18]0. 157 ±0. 016 130. 525 0. 154 ±0. 016 112. 257
SingleGAN[19] 0. 160 ±0. 015 128. 505 0. 160 ±0. 015 115. 604

Proposed 0. 175 ±0. 015 128. 380 0. 163 ±0. 015 114. 066

Horse2Zebra dataset: Table 2 shows the results of
SEFAGAN and contrasting models. SEFAGAN has bet-
ter experimental results. In the direction of Horse→Ze-
bra, the LIPIPS and FID indicators of SEFAGAN ex-
perimental effect are the best. DRIT has the worst di-
versity indicator. Compared with SEFAGAN, the LPIPS
score for MUNIT differs by 0. 018, its FID score differs
by 41. 100. The LPIPS score of SingleGAN differs from
that of SEFAGAN by 0. 005, its FID score differs from
that of SEFAGAN by 50. 000. In the Zebra→Horse di-
rection, The LPIPS score of SEFAGAN is the best. It
has a poor FID score. In terms of DRIT, both its LPIPS
and FID scores are the worst. Compared with SEFA-
GAN, the LPIPS and FID scores of MUNIT differ by
0. 022 and 1. 100 respectively. The LPIPS and FID

scores of SingleGAN differed by 0. 006 and 2. 800 re-
spectively. And ComboGAN is not as good as the pro-
posed algorithm in any direction.

Table 2　 Performance of different models on
Horse2Zebra dataset

Method
Horse→Zebra Zebra→Horse

LPIPS↑ FID↓ LPIPS↑ FID↓
MUNIT[12] 0. 180 ±0. 016 210. 563 0. 160 ±0. 014 200. 099
DRIT[13] 0. 166 ±0. 016 213. 971 0. 151 ±0. 015 211. 504

ComboGAN[18]0. 189 ±0. 016 213. 333 0. 174 ±0. 014 205. 599
SingleGAN[19] 0. 193 ±0. 016 219. 505 0. 176 ±0. 014 198. 318

Proposed 0. 198 ±0. 016 169. 472 0. 182 ±0. 014 201. 114

Cat2Dog dataset: Table 3 is the results of SEFA-
GAN and existing models. Table 3 shows that the LIP-
IPS and FID indicators of SEFAGAN are not the best in
the direction of Cat→Dog and Dog→Cat translation,
but LIPIPS and FID indicators are second only to MU-
NIT. In contrast, although DRIT and SingleGAN can
successfully translate the semantic information of ob-
jects, their translation effect is not as good as the pro-
posed model. ComboGAN is similarly effective to the
proposed model, but not as effective as the proposed
approach.

Table 3　 Performance of different models on Cat2Dog
dataset

Method
Cat→Dog Dog→Cat

LPIPS↑ FID↓ LPIPS↑ FID↓
MUNIT[12] 0. 138 ±0. 010 125. 498 0. 124 ±0. 010 93. 570
DRIT[13] 0. 113 ±0. 011 130. 087 0. 102 ±0. 010 116. 087

ComboGAN[18]0. 131 ±0. 010 130. 468 0. 120 ±0. 010 276. 856
SingleGAN[19] 0. 127 ±0. 011 143. 018 0. 118 ±0. 010 105. 250

Proposed 0. 136 ±0. 011 128. 313 0. 120 ±0. 009 95. 524

3. 3. 3　 Ablation study
In this section, an ablation study is conducted to

investigate the contribution of the squeeze-and-excita-
tion mechanism and feature attention module( SEFA)
embedded in the proposed model. Include:
(1)baseline: does not use any module;(2)baseline +
SE: uses squeeze-and-excitation mechanism;(3)base-
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line + FA: uses feature attention module; ( 4 ) pro-
posed: uses SEFA module.

Table 4 shows the quantitative results of ablation
experiments. As can be seen from Table 4, the SE
module and the FA module each have their own effects
and performance. Compared with the original model,
the LPIPS index of the SE module decreased in the di-
rection of Summer→Winter and Winter→Summer. The
FA module rises in the direction of Summer→Winter
and Winter→Summer. Compared with the original mod-
el, the SEFA module achieves better results with the
LPIPS indicator.

Table 4　 Performance of Ablation study

Method
Summer→Winter Winter→Summer

LPIPS↑ FID↓ LPIPS↑ FID↓
Baseline 0. 161 ±0. 016 128. 505 0. 160 ±0. 015 115. 604

Baseline + SE 0. 150 ±0. 016 135. 375 0. 147 ±0. 015 117. 835
Baseline + FA 0. 166 ±0. 016 130. 335 0. 169 ±0. 015 111. 553

Proposed 0. 175 ±0. 015 128. 380 0. 163 ±0. 015 114. 066

4　 Conclusions

To address the low diversity problem of unpaired
image translation, this paper proposes a new multimo-
dal unsupervised image translation model, named SE-
FAGAN. In the proposed method, the domain code is
introduced as an auxiliary input to the network, explic-
itly controlling the different generative tasks. Then, the
generator is improved by inserting FA blocks after the
second and third layers of convolution blocks while in-
troducing SE blocks within the residual block layer.
This paper then integrates multiple optimization goals to
learn specific translations. Compared with models that
already exist, the proposed model works better.
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